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Nikec HUB
A powerful extranet and collaboration 

platform from Nikec Solutions
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Nikec Hub
The powerful extranet for all your firm’s collaboration, communication and 

document security needs

Nikec Hub is an extranet that provides firms with a secure and efficient way 
of managing information, while enhancing communications and collaboration 

with colleagues and clients. It integrates seamlessly with your document 
management system allowing users to create their own extranet in a few quick 

steps. It also integrates with many practice management systems enabling 
firms to provide up-to-date management information to their clients all from 

within a single, powerful portal.
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#Collaborate
Nikec Hub provides a single, centralised area for team members and clients to 
store, share, edit and view matter or project related documents and folders.  

It provides a strong platform where ideas can be exchanged and where 
documents can be accessed and reviewed in an efficient and streamlined 

manner. Ultimately it allows teams to stay focused throughout the entirety 
of the project or matter. Document updates can be tracked and tasks can be 

assigned to specific individuals, enhancing accountability and productivity.

#Share
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#Share
Nikec Hub allows users to share projects, matter, financial management 
information and large files or entire folders securely, directly from their 

document management system.
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#Communicate
Nikec Hub allows users to exchange information, resources, comments and 

ideas with colleagues, clients, counsel and suppliers from within a centralised 
area. It reduces miscommunications through disparate messages being sent by 

email or phone ensuring that communications remain seamless.
At the same time providing clients with up-to-date management information 

about their matter in the same document sharing portal, enhances your client’s 
experience.
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#Knowledge
Nikec Hub ensures that all essential knowledge about a matter or project is 
captured centrally for teams and clients to tap into and access at all times.
This helps leverage a firm’s existing knowledge and expertise to provide the 

best possible service to clients.
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#Integrate
Nikec Hub seamlessly integrates with your document management system to

allow for a pain free creation of hubs and easy document sending. 
It also integrates with your finance system allowing you to give up-to-date 

management information to your clients. Our open API gives the ability for any 
system to connect to Nikec Hub.
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#Security
Nikec Hub is available in the cloud or on premise to suit a firm’s security 

requirements. Encryption technology is used to protect data when stored on 
the server or during transfer. Granular permission settings allows for greater 
security and document control throughout your firm. The reporting function 
also allows firms to track documents for auditing purposes and manage any 

compliance risks.
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#Personalise
Nikec Hub offers the most advanced corporate branding capabilities to each 
individual Hub, including customised templates to personalise the way the 

platform looks and feels, using colours, logo, images and ‘widget’ placement.



Overall Nikec Hub

Nikec Hub alleviates the need for IT teams to develop custom 
built extranets  in-house (e.g. SharePoint), saving considerable 
development time and maintenance costs for firms overall.
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Saves on in-house development time & costs
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Nikec Hub empowers users to create their own extranets
directly from their DMS or web client. With minimal IT involvement 
it makes processes more efficient and effective all around. 

Empowers users
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This easy-to-use platform dramatically lowers the barriers for 
client interaction. It allows them to be in control of their
documents at all times and stay up-to-date on all financial
information and other important documents.

Beneficial for clients
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